WHY PLASMA TECHNOLOGY?

Why Plasma Technology ?
With the increased number of curing lights in the market
today, a dental professional is faced with a number of
choices. In past years, the quartz-tungsten-halogen (LITEX
685W) was the only available light source on the market.
Today, in addition to the LITEX 685W, a dental professional
has the choice between laser, plasma-arc and LED
technology, which differ on 6 important criteria:

[1] Spectrum of the light
The traditional LITEX 685W (400-510 Nm) and plasma arc
technology (400-510) cover the complete spectrum of photoinitiators within the various resin based composites used today,
making them both suitable to cure all composites without any
problem.
The new technology to cure composites, Light Emitting Diode
(LED), offers much potential for the future but, today, still has a
much narrower spectrum (440-490Nm) and many dentists are
concerned that it will not cure all resins used in their practice.
With laser-curing, this spectrum is even more limited (to around
468Nm) which makes it suitable only for the polymerisation of
composites that contain one specific photo-initiator,
camphorquinone. This limitation reduces the usefulness of laser
technology to practically zero.
[2] Intensity of the light
When evaluating the intensity of a light source it is not the
amount of energy generated by a lamp that is essential but the
percentage of energy actually reaching the composite after it is
placed in the restoration, as it is that energy that activates the
photo-initiators and cures the composite.
In this context it is very important to take into consideration the
distance between the light guide tip and the exposed
composite. Recent clinical studies on this subject show very
disturbing results. With several LED-units only 17% to 30% of
the emitted energy actually reaches its intended destination.
LITEX 685W and Plasma-Arc lamps obtain a much better result
with 60% and higher. Clinical studies show that with LED curing
devices the effective energy (which is not very powerful to begin
with) reaching the composites is as low as 17% of the original
emitted output. If one combines these numbers with the original
output, considerable differences become apparent:
The original output of a LED unit is approximately 320 mW/cm2,
a LITEX 685W unit approximately 710mw/cm2 and a Plasma
Arc unit approximately 1900mW/cm2. Calculating with these
numbers one can observe the level of effective energy reaching
the composite for LED units is no more than
96 mw/cm2 (at best), for halogen about 426 mW/cm2 and for
Plasma Arc technology 1140 mW/cm2.

[3] Speed of polymerisation
While the speed of polymerisation is not directly related to the
energy-intensity of a light source, there is one strong
relationship: Plasma Arc technology is the absolute leader with
average curing times as low as 3-4 seconds, LITEX 685W is 4
times slower and LED can take more than 5 to 6 times this
curing time.
[4] Quality of the restoration
Recent studies show no differences in the quality of
restorations performed with the different curing technologies.
However, from a clinical point-of-view one can state that the
fast curing of Plasma Arc technology makes it possible to use
the layer technique more efficiently and therefore often
prevents problems such as post-operative pain caused by
shrinkage stress.
[5] Safety of the treatment
All curing sources are safe, however, LITEX 685W and Plasma
Arc will create more heat than LED, but as their curing cycles
are significantly shorter they are well within safety standards.
[6] Range of applications
With its high-energy output within a very broad spectrum, the
Plasma Arc technology is suitable for all dental light-curing
applications. Applications for LED are very limited due to its
limited spectrum and power output, with LITEX 685W curing
times being extremely extensive.

Conclusion

With its effective, high-energy power over the complete
spectrum, Plasma Arc technology today still has a clear
advantage over LED- and laser technology. When compared to
traditional curing sources, the Plasma Arc provides more
effectiveness and applications across the board than the
predecessor LITEX 685W technology.

